Skydive Headcorn
Accelerated Freefall Progression
Having completed an AFF training course and first jump (level 1), it is possible to continue jumping and to
gain a licence after a minimum of eighteen jumps. Progression jumps are as follows.
Two jumps with two instructors demonstrating awareness and control from 12,000 feet (levels 2 and 3)
Two jumps with one instructor demonstrating turns from 12,000 feet (levels 4 and 5)
Two jumps with one instructor demonstrating loops, tracking and turns from 12,000 feet (levels 6 and 7)
One solo jump deploying your parachute within ten seconds of exit from 5,000 feet (level 8)
Ten solo jumps consolidating your skills from 12,000 feet (consolidation jumps)
Breakdown of Costs per level

Skydive
Headcorn
Training

Headcorn
Parachute Club
Flight only ticket

Total

Training and first jump with two instructors (level 1)

£260

£135

£395

Jumps with two instructors (levels 2 and 3)

£130

£135

£265

Jumps with one instructor (levels 4 to 7)

£ 60

£ 90

£150

Solo jumps including level 8

£5

£ 45

£ 50

Total cost of qualifying
1 x Training and first jump with two instructors (level 1)

£260

£135

£395

2 x Jumps with two instructors (levels 2 and 3)

£260

£270

£530

4 x Jumps with one instructor (levels 4 to 7)

£240

£360

£600

11 x Solo jumps including level 8

£ 55

£495

£550

Total minimum cost of qualifying for a BS ‘A’ Licence

£2075

Please note the following costs are not included
£220 Repeating a level with 2 instructors
£150 Repeating a level with 1 instructor
£50 repeating level 8 or any solo jump
£21.01 issue of another temporary BS membership if you have not completed all your jumps within one month
£114.61 Full BS membership mandatory before applying for your ‘A’ licence.
£15 ‘A’ licence fee.
£50 Retraining after 3 months and before 6 months
£130 Retraining after 6 months and before 12 months

